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Using antisolvent crystallisation of salicylic acid as the model process, we report our experimental
investigation into the temporal and spatial steady states of solution concentration and mean crystal size
in a continuous oscillatory bafﬂed crystallizer. The evolutions of the two parameters over time and
distance along the crystallizer are measured for a variety of operating conditions. The results show that
the attainment of long term temporal and spatial stabilities (>100 residence times) for the solute
concentrations are easily achieved, whereas the temporal steady states of the mean crystal size are more
difﬁcult to accomplish, even though the spatial steady states have been obtained. A simpliﬁed population
balance model is applied to the experimental data for the determination of nucleation and growth kinetic
parameters. From which both the solution concentration and the mean size were predicted and matched
to experimental values reasonably well. In addition, we have identiﬁed and executed the conditions of
long term steady states for extended operation of 6.25 h to produce close to 1 kg of crystal product with
minimal variation in crystal size (3.01 mm).
ã 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
For the bulk, ﬁne chemicals, food and pharmaceutical industries, crystallization is a key separation and puriﬁcation process. In
the pharmaceutical industry alone, over 90% of all active
pharmaceutical ingredients (API) would go through a crystallization step at some stage of their production cycles [1]. One of the
more common crystallization processes is that of antisolvent
crystallization. This involves the mixing of two miscible ﬂuids: an
API dissolved in a solvent and an antisolvent which reduces the
solubility of API in the solvent, causing the API to crystallize out of
the solution. One parameter of signiﬁcance is the crystal size
distribution as this affects the efﬁciency of downstream processes
(e.g. ﬁltration, washing, drying, etc.) and the properties of the
crystals (e.g. storage characteristics, bioavailability, compactibility,
tabletability, etc.). The size and shape of crystal size distribution is
governed by a balance between the nucleation and crystal growth
processes which are in themselves proportional to the level of
supersaturation.
Continuous crystallizers can take many forms, but are broadly
separated into two categories: mixed suspension mixed product
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removal (MSMPR) or plug ﬂow (PF). MSMPR crystallizers tend to
take the format of a cascade of stirred tank crystallizers (STC),
whereas PF crystallizers follow a tubular conﬁguration. Within the
PF crystallizer category, numerous designs have been developed,
such as a T-mixer used by Stahl et al. [2] for the reactive
crystallization of benzoic acid, Gradl et al. [3] for the precipitation
of barium sulphate nanoparticles and by Blandin et al. [4] for the
precipitation of salicylic acid. Static mixers have also been studied
for PF crystallization, for example, the Kenics mixer used by Rivera
and Randolph [5] for the precipitation of PETN and more recently
by Alvarez and Myerson [6] for the antisolvent crystallizations of
ketoconazole, ﬂufenamic acid and L-glutamic acid. Simon and
Myserson [7] also carried out the antisolvent crystallization of
butamben in the same Kenics setup used previously [6], but with
the addition of copper-hydroxide tracer to monitor the plug ﬂow
dispersion. Finally, Lawton et al. [8] deployed a continuous
oscillatory bafﬂed crystallizer (COBC) to achieve PF for the cooling
crystallization of a proprietary API.
One of the key challenges in the successful operation of a
continuous crystallization is the monitoring and control of the
system. Nagy et al. [9] carried out a detailed review of the use and
current challenges for population balance modelling for crystallization systems. In conjunction, they also discuss the development
of process analytical techniques (PAT) for crystallization monitoring. Finally, they discuss appropriate control strategies using a
combination of PAT and population balance modelling. More
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recently, Simon et al. review [10] provides a wide overview of the
current state of PAT and its implementation.
Mixing plays an important role in any crystallization [11], even
more so in antisolvent processes where uniformly distribution of
the antisolvent throughout the system is essential. Therefore, it is
desirable to have a mixing time less than the induction time of
crystallization, which is easily achievable in conﬁned impinging jet
arrangements for a range of crystallization systems [12,13].
However, up scaling of these arrangements is complicated [14]
and can be blocked easily if miss aligned.
A potential alternative could be the application of a COBC as it
offers a rapid mixing time [15] but is readily scalable [16]. COBC has
previously been shown to produce consistent crystal size and
morphology; reduce crystallization time, space usage, utility and
energy consumption [8]; have also demonstrated the ability to
produce a single form of crystal when two forms are possible [17]
and product crystals of higher quality (in terms of size distribution
and surface characteristics) when compared to that of stirred
systems [18].
The aims of this work are to study, for the ﬁrst time, an
antisolvent crystallization of an API substitute in a COBC to
generate seed crystals; in particular, to examine the steady states of
solute concentration and mean crystal size with regards to both the
operating time (temporal) and the distance along the crystallizer
(spatial). In addition, a simpliﬁed population balance model is
applied to the experimental data for the determination of
nucleation and growth kinetic parameters, which is again a ﬁrst
for a COBC system.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
Salicylic acid (ortho-hydroxybenzoic acid) is widely known for
its analgesic, fever relief and anti-inﬂammatory properties and is
more commonly found in its prodrug form of aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid). It has a very low solubility in water but is highly
soluble in a wide range of organic solvents (methanol, ethanol, 2propanol and THF). Unlike its isomers (p- and m-hydroxybenzoic
acid), no polymorphs or solvates of salicylic acid have been
encountered [19].
Salicylic acid (99.5%, Acros Organics) and 2-propanol (99.5%,
Acros Organics) were both purchased from Fisher Scientiﬁc.
Distilled water was obtained from a Fisons FI-Streem water still.
2.2. Experimental apparatus
A continuous oscillatory bafﬂed crystallizer based on previous
designs [8] was fabricated and modiﬁed for the use in antisolvent
crystallizations. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 1. The system consisted of two straight sections
converging into a third straight section, via a y-piece, each section
was a jacketed glass tube Ø15 mm  700 mm with PVDF (polyvinylidene ﬂuoride) bafﬂe inserts ﬁtted throughout. Solvent and
antisolvent were held in two 20 l jacketed stirred tanks and
connected to the crystallizer via peristaltic pumps (Watson
Marlow) through 3.2 mm santoprene tubing (1.6 mm wall thickness). Oscillation was supplied by a PTFE (polytetraﬂuoroethylene)
bellows and linear actuator (Dunkermotoren) conﬁguration to one
of the straight inlet sections. Temperature was controlled by
circulating water through the section jackets via a recirculation
chiller (Neslab). Additional sampling collars were ﬁtted between
the outlet of the y-piece (55 mm from the mixing point where the
two streams meet, denoted as C1 and L32,1 in Fig. 1) and at the end of
the third straight outlet (785 mm from the mixing point, denoted
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Fig. 1. Schematic of modiﬁed COBC for antisolvent crystallization.

as C2 and L32,2 in Fig. 1) to allow for the monitoring of the
crystallization process.
Sample solute concentration was measured by FTIR spectroscopy with a wavenumber range of 600–2000 cm1. A FTIR
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu IRPrestige-21) was equipped with
an ATR accessory (Specac ATR with high throughput diamond).
Concentration of salicylic acid was measured by following the peak
height between 1631 and 1647 cm1.
The crystal size distribution of the solid product of the samples
was carried out by laser diffraction (Malvern Mastersizer S) with a
measurement range of 0.1–300 mm. Solid samples were added via
a wet dispersion unit and agitated at 800 rpm where chilled
distilled water was the dispersing ﬂuid.
2.3. Procedure
All experiments were performed isothermally at 25  C. A
saturated 54 vol% water/2-propanol solution of salicylic acid
(0.096 g/ml) and water (antisolvent) were added to the crystallizer
(previously ﬁlled with 2-propanol) using the peristaltic pumps.
The ﬂow rate of the saturated solution was maintained at 40 ml/
min throughout all experiments and the initial supersaturation
was studied and veriﬁed by running experiments with 40, 60 and
80 ml/min of antisolvent. Additionally, the oscillation frequency
was maintained at 5 Hz across all experiments, but the effect of
oscillation conditions was investigated by undertaking experiments with equal ﬂow rates of both solution and antisolvent at
amplitudes of 5, 10 and 20 mm, respectively. A summary of all
experimental conditions is shown in Table 1.
Unlike dynamic batch crystallization processes, continuous
processes eventually reach a steady state operation, in terms of
both temporal and spatial dimensions when dealing with tubular
conﬁgurations. A steady state operation in this work was deﬁned as
the longest period of operation for which the standard deviation of
parameters of interest was less than 10% of their mean values. A
commonly quoted value for the time period to achieve steady state
is between 4 and 10 residence times from start-up [6,20]. To ensure
that a steady state operation was achieved, the total duration of the
experiments ranged from 50 to 180 times the residence time in this
work.
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Table 1
Experimental conditions.
Exp.

Solution ﬂow rate
ml/min

Antisolvent ﬂow rate
ml/min

Mean residence time
min

Oscillation amplitude
mm

Initial supersaturation ratio
C/Csat

A
B
C
D
E

40
40
40
40
40

40
40
40
60
80

1.50
1.50
1.50
1.25
1.00

5
10
20
20
20

5.56
5.56
5.56
8.16
11.71

Samples were withdrawn from both sample points of the
crystallizer at 15 min intervals and ﬁltered with a 0.45 mm syringe
ﬁlter (Millipore) to determine the solute concentration via FTIR
spectroscopy as described previously. Samples of the slurry from
each sample point were also taken and ﬁltered with a 1.2 mm ﬁlter
(Whatman GF/C) on a Buchner funnel under vacuum and the solid
phase dried overnight at 60  C. Crystal size distribution of the solid
phase was then characterized by dispersing sufﬁcient material in
130 ml of dispersing ﬂuid to achieve a 20% obscuration.
3. Population balance model
The population balance equation for a plug ﬂow crystallizer at
steady state can be written as [6,21]:
ux

dn
dn
þG ¼0
dx
dL

(1)

where n is the number density, x the distance along the crystallizer,
G the crystal growth rate and L the crystal size. Additionally, ux is
the average net velocity of the ﬂuid and is computed by summating
the total volumetric ﬂow rates of solution and antisolvent and
dividing by the cross-sectional area of the crystallizer. Assuming no
seeding or solids present at the mixing point, the boundary
conditions for Eq. (1) are deﬁned as:
nð0; xÞ ¼

B0
G

(2)

nðL; 0Þ ¼ 0

(3)

In addition to the population balance of Eq. (1), consideration of
the energy and mass balances of the system must also be
undertaken. Since the crystallization was maintained at isothermal
conditions, i.e. the heat of crystallization is negated, the energy
balance does not need to be calculated and the mass balance of the
solute can be expressed by:
ux

Z1
dC
¼ 3rc kv G L2 ndL
dx

(4)

0

where C is the concentration of solute in the liquid phase, rc the
solid crystal density and kv the crystal volume shape factor.
Supplementary equations further consist of the nucleation rate, B0,
and the growth rate, G, in the following expressions:
B0 ¼ kb DC b

(5)

G ¼ kg DC g

(6)

Together with the percentage ratio of antisolvent, W, the
supersaturation, DC, and the solubility curve, Csat:
W¼

100Q a
Qa þ Qb

(7)

DC ¼ C  C sat

(8)

C sat ¼ Afit expðBfit WÞ

(9)

where kb,b, kg and g are the kinetic parameters, Qa and Qs are the
antisolvent and solvent volumetric ﬂow rate, respectively, DC the
supersaturation, Csat the solubility concentration and Aﬁt and Bﬁt
are ﬁtted parameters for the solubility curve [22].Solutions of the
population equation can be obtained by numerous methods. For
this application, the method of moments (MOM) was chosen for its
cheap computational evaluation, where a moment is deﬁned as:
Z1

mk ¼

Lk nðL; xÞdL

(10)

0

Applying a moment transformation to the original population
balance equation for the ﬁrst 4 moments, plus the mass balance
equation yields the following system of differentials:
2
3
2
3
B0
dm 0
6
7
ux
6 dx 7 6
7
6
7 6
7
6 dm1 7 6 Gm0 þ B0 L0 7
6
7 6 u
7
u
x
x
6 dx 7 6
7
2 7
6
7 6 2Gm
B L 7
6 dm 2 7 6
1
þ 0 0 7
6
7¼6
(11)
6 dx 7 6 ux
ux 7
6 dm 7 6
7
6
6 3Gm2 B0 L30 7
3 7
6
7 6
7
6 dx 7 6 ux þ ux 7
6 dC 7 6
7
4
5 6 3pc kv Gm2 7
4
5
dx
ux

The calculations of the 2nd and 3rd moments allow for the
determination of the area mean size (L32) of the crystal size
distribution:
L32 ¼

m3
m2

(12)

Solutions of the system of differentials in Eq. (11) were obtained
by utilizing a Runge–Kutta numerical integration. Initial conditions
for Eq. (11) were taken as: mi(0) = 0 (i = 0, 1 . . . 3) and C(0) = Ci.
Estimation of the kinetic parameters was undertaken by employing a multiobjective genetic algorithm to minimise the sum of
squares of the error, where the error was deﬁned as the absolute
relative error between the experimental measurements and the
model predications. The values L32 and C were chosen as the two
objectives for the algorithm. Numerical ﬁgures for all the
parameters discussed are given in Table 2. Note that as this
method of population balance modelling does not take into
consideration of any hydrodynamic effects, only those experiments which altered the crystallization parameters, e.g. the
antisolvent ﬂow rate in Table 2, were modelled, i.e. exp. C–E in
Table 1.
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Table 2
Parameters for population balance modelling.
Parameter

Value

Unit

Initial solute concentration, Ci
Crystal density, rc
Volume shape factor, kv
Solvent volumetric ﬂow rate, Qs
Antisolvent volumetric ﬂow rate, Qa
Inner diameter, di
Solubility parameter, Aﬁt
Solubility parameter, Bﬁt
Nucleation rate constant, ln(kb)
Nucleation order, b
Growth rate constant, ln(kg)
Growth order, g

0.096
1.443
4.08
18
62, 82, 102
0.015
1.643
0.05431
30.50  0.30
1.03  0.03
1.49  0.35
1.16  0.05

g/ml
g/ml
ml/min
ml/min
m
g/ml
#/m3 s
m/s

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Effect of mixing intensity on experimental steady states
The solute concentrations and the mean crystal sizes were
obtained at two sample locations during each experiment and can
be used to analyse the degree of steady states of the two
parameters. Fig. 2 shows the experimental proﬁles of the solute
concentration, C1 and C2, and the mean crystal size, L32,1 and L32,2
(shown in Fig. 1) as a function of the number of residence times, t ,
for exp. A and B.
For both experiments, it can be seen that the solute
concentration (the top graphs in Fig. 2) reached its steady state
values at both sampling locations at the ﬁrst sampling time (15 min
or 10 t ) (Exp. A: C1 = 0.0187  0.0007 g/ml, C2 = 0.0187  0.0002 g/
ml and Exp. B: C1 = 0.0199  0.0003 g/ml, C2 = 0.0198  0.0002 g/
ml). This is consistent with the frequently quoted ﬁgure of 4 –
10 residence times to achieve steady state [6]. Furthermore, this
steady state period was then maintained until the end of the exp. A
and B of 50 and 70t , respectively. The data suggest that the
temporal steady state of solute concentration has been achieved
during the operation.
With regards to the mean crystal size (the bottom graphs in
Fig. 2), the steady state was achieved at both sampling locations in
exp. A at the ﬁrst sampling time (10t ), e.g. L32,1 = 35.14  3.17 mm
and L32,2 = 32.60  1.39 mm. However, a reduction in the mean size

Fig. 2. Measurements of C1 (4), C2 (&), L32,1 (4) and L32,2 (&) for (a) exp. A and (b)
exp. B as a function of t . Note that the experimental duration for exp. A is 50 t on the
left and for exp. B is 70 t on the right.
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was seen at both sampling locations towards the end of operation
(40t ), although the reduction was relatively small, it does suggest
that the steady state of mean crystal size has been lost. This was
further conﬁrmed by the blockage of the crystallizer soon after
this. A similar trend is seen for exp. B where the steady state mean
size was achieved (L32,1 = 58.19  4.22 mm and L32,2 = 52.28  1.89
mm) at both sampling locations during early operation (20 and 10t
for L32,1 and L32,2, respectively), a similar but larger reduction in
mean size followed towards the end of the experiment and once
again the steady state was lost by 60t , with the crystallizer being
blocked soon after.
Note that the only variable in the operating conditions between
exp. A and B was an increase in the oscillation amplitude from 5 to
10 mm (Table 1), with a longer operational period of 70t in exp. B
than that of 50t in exp. A. Blockage prevented further operation in
both cases. In order to maintain solid suspension and prevent
blockage from occurring, the oscillation amplitude was increased
further to 20 mm in exp. C. Fig. 3 shows the proﬁles of C and L32 a
function of t for exp. C.
We can see that the steady state of solute concentration was
reached at both sampling locations (C1 = 0.0205  0.0007 g/ml and
C2 = 0.0204  0.0007 g/ml) by the ﬁrst sampling time (10t ) and was
maintained for the rest of the operation. A steady state for the
mean size was quickly achieved at 20t for both sampling locations
(L32,1 = 71.04  6.34 mm and L32,2 = 71.02  3.28 mm), but was only
maintained until 100 and 90t for L32,1 and L32,2, respectively, at
which point the mean size decreased out with the steady state
boundaries. However, unlike the outcomes from the exp. A and B
where blockage occurred soon after the steady state was lost, the
operation in exp. C continued with no signs of blockage at all until
the feed solution tank had been depleted (180 min). This conﬁrms
that the further increase in the oscillation amplitude has improved
the overall mixing in the system and prevented blockage from
happening, but the true steady state of the crystal mean size was
still lost at the end of the operation.
In the ﬁrst set of three experiments (A–C), the oscillation
amplitude was successively increased in order to enhance the
mixing intensity with the aim to ensure adequate suspension of
the crystals and prevent blockage. Oscillatory bafﬂed reactors are
generally characterized in terms of their oscillatory Reynold
number, Reo [23], deﬁned as:

Fig. 3. Measurements of C1 (D), C2 (&), L32,1 (D) and L32,2 (&) for exp. C as a function
of t .
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Reo ¼
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2 pf x o D r

(13)

m

where, f is the oscillation frequency (Hz), xo the oscillation centre to
peak amplitude (m), D the column diameter (m), r the ﬂuid density
(kg/m3) and m the ﬂuid viscosity (N s/m2). Previous studies in batch
oscillatory bafﬂed crystallizers showed that an increase in Reo,
brought about by a change in either frequency or amplitude, led to
a reduction in the mean crystal size [24,25] due to higher shear
rates, in turn a higher dynamic nucleation rate with the production
of more individual but smaller crystals. However, the results
tabulated in Table 3 are contrary to this, showing that an increase
in Reo led to an increase in the mean size. The reasons for this were
perhaps due to a combination of two factors, ﬁrstly larger crystals
were difﬁcult to maintain in suspension, secondly these crystals
may have settled within the crystallizer. If so, effectively only the
smaller crystals would have been suspended in the solution and
sampled out at the sampling points. As a direct consequence of
this, increasing the oscillatory Reynolds number would have
brought about the suspension of larger crystals, in turn being
sampled, resulting in a perceived increase in the mean crystal size.
This is reﬂected in Fig. 2 were for both exp. A and B the mean size in
sample position 1 is consistently higher than that in sample
position 2 in the mid regions of the time axes. An occurance which
was not observed for exp. C, as shown in Table 3.

Fig. 4. Measurements of C1 (D), C2 (&), L32,1 (D) and L32,2 (&) for (a) exp. D and (b)
exp. E as a function of t . Note that the experimental duration for exp. D is 150 t on
the left and for exp. E is 180 t on the right.

4.2. Effect of supersaturation on experimental steady states

4.3. Experimental spatial steady states

The effect of supersaturation on the steady states was
investigated in exp. C–E by varying the ﬂow rate of antisolvent
as displayed in Table 1. Fig. 4 shows the variations of C1, C2, L32,1 and
L32,2 as a function of the number of residence times, t , for exp. D
and E. Similar to all previous experiments, a steady state was
achieved for the solute concentration (the top graphs in ﬁgure) by
the ﬁrst sampling time (12.5 and 15t for exp. D and E, respectively)
and was maintained for the remainder of operation. Both
experiments experienced no blockage and were operated until
the solution feed tank had been emptied, 180 min.
The steady states of the mean crystal size (the bottom graphs in
Fig. 4) are much more complicated and discussed in detail.
The mean crystal size in exp. D increased to a maximum by 60t
before decreasing. Applying the same deﬁnition of steady state
would suggest that the steady state was maintained for L32,1 at a
value of 71.81  6.57 mm between 50 and 137.5t and for L32,2 at
85.48  8.08 mm between 25 and 137.5t .
In comparison to exp. D, the mean crystal size did not exhibit
the “bell” shape trend, but a continuing downward one with t in
exp. E. Using the steady state criteria suggests that L32,1 was
maintained at 54.39  2.60 mm between 15 and 90t and L32,2 at
50.10  4.34 mm between 15 and 150t , however, the overall long
term steady state for the mean crystal size was not achieved for
both experiments. We postulate that this could potentially be due
to the imbalance of ﬂow rates at the mixer. As the ﬂow rate of
antisolvent stream was higher than that of the solution stream, the
uptake of saturated solution could become sporadic leading to an
inconsistent environment for crystal nucleation and growth.
However, more detailed studies of the ﬂuid dynamics of the mixer
conﬁguration would be required to fully justify this.

Since the steady states in continuous operation involve both
temporal, i.e. the variation as a function of time, and spatial
dimensions (the variation with distance along the crystallizer), the
spatial steady states can be assessed by comparing the values of the
concentration and the mean crystal size between the two sampling
locations (730 mm apart). A summary of such assessment for all
experiments is given in Table 4. When comparing the values
between sampling locations, i.e. C1 vs. C2 and L32,1 vs. L32,2, and
considering the experimental errors, it can be seen that there is no
statistic difference in either the solute concentration or the mean
crystal size between the two locations, suggesting that a spatial
steady state across the 730 mm section has been achieved.
Furthermore this would infer that the solution has desupersaturated even before the ﬁrst sampling location (55 mm from the
mixing point of both the solution and the antisolvent).

A
B
C

The experimental data from exp. C–E (12 runs in total) were
utilized for the kinetic parameter estimation using the population
balance model described earlier. Using the estimated kinetic
parameters (kb, b, kg and g) together with the physical data shown
in Table 2, the population balance model minimised the error
between the experimental data of both concentration and mean
crystal size (Table 4) and the model predicted data. A graphical
comparison of the experimental and the predicted data is shown in
Fig. 5.
Looking at the predicted solute concentration proﬁles at the
ﬁrst measuring location (the top of Fig. 5), we see a rapid decrease
Table 4
Summary of all temporal steady state values.

Table 3
Comparison of mean particle size versus oscillatory amplitude.
Exp.

4.4. Population balance modelling

Exp.

C1
g/ml

C2
g/ml

L32,1
mm

L32,2
mm

A
B
C
D
E

0.0187  0.0007
0.0199  0.0003
0.0205  0.0007
0.0151  0.0007
0.0106  0.0004

0.0187  0.0002
0.0198  0.0002
0.0204  0.0007
0.0152  0.0008
0.0105  0.0003

35.14  3.17
58.19  4.22
71.04  6.34
71.81  6.57
54.39  2.60

32.60  1.39
52.28  1.89
71.02  3.28
85.48  8.08
50.10  4.34

Steady state mean size, mm

Amplitude, xo
mm

Reo

L32,1

L32,2

5
10
20

1141
2281
4562

35.14  3.17
58.19  4.22
71.04  6.34

32.60  1.39
52.28  1.89
71.02  3.28
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in the solute concentration from the mixing point (0 m) onwards,
shortly after which the concentration is constant and remains so at
the second measuring location (the top right of Fig. 5), leading to a
complete desupersaturation of the solution. For all three ﬂow rates
of antisolvent modelled, the solute concentration has reached its
steady state value by a distance of 16 mm from the mixing point of
the solution and the antisolvent, this is consistent with the
experimental data, supporting our earlier statement that the
crystallization solution was desupersaturated at 55 mm from the
point of mixing.
A similar rapid change is also seen in the mean crystal size
which indicates that its steady state value was met at 24 mm from
the point of mixing for each antisolvent ﬂow rate (the bottom left
of Fig. 5). However some variations in the experimental mean size
took place between the ﬁrst and second measuring locations, the
predicted mean sizes only match the experimental measurements
of 40 and 80 ml/min, within the experimental error, for both
sampling locations. These conditions correspond to exp. C and E
where the smallest variations in the steady state along the third
straight section were found (Table 4). For the other runs, the true
steady state in the mean crystal size has not been maintained.
4.5. Extended operation

Fig. 6. Measurements of C2 and L32,2 for an extended period of exp. C as a function of
t.

As the operating conditions of exp. C showed the greatest
potential for extended operation at steady states, exp. C was
repeated for an overall operating time of 6.25 h (compared to 3 h in
the initial experiment). In addition to this the plain glass tubes
with PVDF bafﬂe inserts were replaced with tubes with integrated
glass bafﬂes. The solute concentration and mean crystal size
measurements for this extended run at the second sampling
location are shown in Fig. 6.
We see that the concentration approached a steady state value of
0.0198  0.0003 g/ml by 33t and was remained for the duration of
operation. The steady state of the mean crystal size of
44.63  3.01 mm was also maintained for the entire duration from
17 to 250t . This conﬁrms our assessment. Of a particular note is the
difference in the mean sizes between the initial exp. C

(71.02  3.28 mm)
and
the
extended
experiment
here
(44.63  3.01 mm). The reason for this could be due to the
construction as well as the change of bafﬂe materials from PVDF
inserts to integrated glass. The effect of this could be twofold:
internal surface roughness was reduced (removal of nucleation
sites) and the small annulus at each bafﬂe was completely removed
(increasing the velocity through the bafﬂe oriﬁce). Overall, we have
demonstrated the extended operation of the steady states and
produced 884 g (or 141 g/h) of seed crystals of uniform size over
6.25 h.
5. Conclusion
From these trials we can conclude the following:
 A minimum oscillatory Reo is required to ensure suspension of









Fig. 5. Comparison of predicted (—) and experimental values ( ) for three
antisolvent ﬂow rates, 40 ml/min (red), 60 ml/min (blue) and 80 ml/min (green).
Note that the left graphs are associated with the ﬁrst measuring location, 55 mm
away from the mixing point where two streams meet and the right graphs with the
second measuring location, 785 mm away from the mixing point. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

crystalline material and prevention of blockage in this antisolvent crystallisation at high supersaturations;
Both temporal and spatial steady states were easily achieved for
solute concentrations;
While the spatial steady states for crystal size were readily
achieved, the temporal steady states were much harder to attain,
with only one of the trials achieving this for a signiﬁcant period;
Rapid desupersaturation of the solution occurred upon mixing
with the antisolvent and was observed experimentally and
predicted through the population balance modelling;
The population balance model predicted both the concentration
and the mean size, matching experimental data reasonable well;
Given the right operating conditions, a consistent seed crystal
product (in terms of crystal size) of 884 g was produced over
6.25 h of operation.
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